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Daily US/European Wrap

US equi�es leaked lower a�er some mixed US data (record ISM services index growth, but
ADP employment was a big miss) and perceivably hawkish comments by the Feds Richard
Clarida. He suggested interest rates could rise by 2023 with a possible taper announcement
later this year and saw infla�on risks to the upside. Its surprising to see the markets interpret
it as hawkish (2023 is 2years away and a lot can happen between now and then), but it simply
highlights the high bar set for liquidity/dovish comments.

 
SPX (ES Futures) seems to be pu�ng in a triple top at ~4420, while US yields (10yrs) fell to
1.13% before rising to nearly 1.2% providing the driving force, together with the reversal in
the US$, behind Golds similar intraday reversal. Gold prices revisited the key $1830 handle
(GCZ1, or ~$1820 in cash) which is where the 50 & 200 DMA converge and is the level of
several past failures (See chart). Theres been a lot of cha�er behind poten�al Gold catalysts
(debt ceiling, Delta variant, lower real/nominal yields), yet it remains stuck. Technically,
Gold feels like a beach ball under water if it can source a NEW catalyst (poor NFP print??).
However, if none emerges, the most likely outcome is when everyone (bull) throws in the
towel, that’ll be the �me it shows up & reprices higher...

 
Pla�num was the clear underperformer today, falling through support levels around $1040,
spurred along by ZAR weakness toward 14.40 and highligh�ng the lack of physical support,
once paper flows turn. Palladium remained contained and Silver put in similar reversal to Gold
(a spring to $26 a�er the ADP report, which was unwound even faster on Clarida comments &
strong ISM).
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Although the informa�on in this report has been obtained from and is based upon sources MKS believes to be reliable,
we do not guarantee its accuracy and it may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions and es�mates cons�tute MKS'
judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change without no�ce. This report is for informa�onal
purposes only and is not intended as investment advice, offer or solicita�on for the purchase or sale of an investment.
This report does not consider or take into account the investment objec�ves or financial situa�on of a par�cular party.
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